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1. Working Group 1 was established by the Committee on Trade in Industrial Products
in December 1969 to examine the following subjects in the Illustrative List (Annex 1
to document L/3298): trade-diverting investment, export subsidies, countervailing
duties, government procurement and State-trading enterprises in market economy
countries. The task of the Group was to explore, on the basis of the information in
the Inventory and any information that might be subsequently furnished, possibilities
for concrete action, both with regard to reducing or removing notified barriers
within. its competence, and to developing possible rules of conduct. The work was to
be conducted on the understanding that it was exploratory and preparatory in nature,
and involved no commitment on the part of any member of the working, Group to take or
join in any action under discussion. Special attention was to be given to the
interests of the developing countries, which had submitted a number of notifications
on subjects within the competence of the Group.

2. The Workin- Group met from 12 to 21 January and from 2 to 9 November 1970 under
the chairmanship of Mr. R.E. Latimer (Canada). In formulating views on suitable
solutions the Group took into account the question whether particular problems
appeared to be pervasive in their occurrence or whether, even if difficulty arose
only in a few instances, the effects were yet of concern to man countries. A third
possibility was that both the causes and the effects were confined to a fuw
countries only. It was considered that these characteristics could have a bearing on
the type of solution.

3. An effort was made to define in each case the main headings or topics to be
covered, especially if some form of multilateral arrangement appeared to some or most
members to be indicated. The Group not only, had in mind the general terms of
reference in regard to the exploratory nature of its work, but wished to emphasize in
this connexion that in many cases he views recorded are only tentative at this stage,
and that all delegations would heve full latitude to supplemient and clarify them. when
the report was brought for discusion by the Committeeon TradeinIndustrial Products.

4. The Group also discussed the notifications included intheInventory under the
section "restrictive practices tolerated by governments" and cortain proposals were
made which are recorded in Section VI of this document.
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I. Trade-diverting aids otherthan exportsubsidies
5. Type ofsolution: MOst mambers of theGroup tended to favour, as explained
below, a wider concept for consideration of the illustrative List item "Trade-
divertinginvestment"as reflectedin the heading above. Some felt that the problem
of serious trade-diverting effects of government aids to production and invistment
was general both in occurrenceand in effects on other countries as most countres
grant some sort of assistance or other aid to economic development of a.general or
regional character. Other, besing their information on the Inventory, doubted at
this stage whether the present and prospective cases of difficulty arising out of
such aids were so important or numerous. One member doubted, moreover, that
incentives had been shown in any case as decisive in creating a problem of
serious trade diversion.

6. There was, however, rather general agreement that the essential element which
would justify GATT attention to domestic aids was serious prejudice to trade
interests through trad; diversion. Some delegations felt that particular
situations such as research and devalopmentrequirements, the need for assistance
to depressed regions, reconversion of an industry or possibly other considerations
were elements which could be taken into account by the contracting parties in the
consideration of a particular case. Some of these delegations considered that the
existing notification procedures might be completed by including information on
aids granted by local and regional authorities, and that provision for specific
notification on request would b; useful. Some other delegations emphasized the
desirability of specific procedures for consultation, as well as notification, at
the request of interstedgovernments.Hoever,a numberof other delegations
took the view that the existing provisions of article XXII were sufficient to
meet the case.

7. Those memberswhich considered trade-diverting aids to be a problem of
general concern favoured a set of rules, whether in the form of an Interpretative
Note to Article XVI, or a code of good conduct. Among those which doubted the
need for such anapproach, the question was raised whether a code would contribute
to solution of the specific prolem notified, to which it was after all the first
obligation of the Group to address itself. Inquiry into reasons why existing
consultation procedures on subsidies had not been used might, for exampleoffr
a more useful approach.

8. Main headings: As a working hypothesisit was proposed by some delegations
that a set of rules might, contain the following mainheadings:

(i) The Note would buildon the existing provisions of the GATT. It would not
envisage new GATT commitments although this possibility should not be
precluded if further discussion among the contracting parties indicated
that additional obligations would be appropriate.
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considered to be disirable, since relatively few contracting partiesreport,
and most of those reporting do soless fracuently than required and tendto
omit domestic production and investment aid. To deal withthe situation
where a country applyingcertainmeasures does not iteselfconsiderthat
such measures fall within thenotification,requirementsof Article XVI:1,
it was further suggested aht opening the way torequestsby interested
countries,through the secretariat,forprompt special reportsbycountries

giving domestic aids wouldimprove the coverageof aids of real international

(iii) Specific provision for consulations upon requssi,aither among

Parties or with the CONTRACTING PARTIESas a while,along thelinesofArticleXXII or,if nosatisfactory solution is found, as provided for in
Article XXIII,todeter--newhether

(iv) Adjustment,in theevont ofa decision bytheCONTRACTING PARTIES finding

(a)
preferably

byelimination orreduction of
the aid tothe point whereprejudicial effects were eliminated:

(b) failingthat the grant of compensatory now concessions to theinjured
partyor parties; and

(c) if neither soulutionprovedfeasible,authorisation by the CONTRACTING
PARTIES for the suspension ofthe applicationofconsessionsor other

II. Export subsidies

9.ypeof solution: Most members of the Grope consideredthat theproblemof
exportsubsidieswas general in nature, in that manycountries sppearedtomain-

tainaids ofvariouskinds which had beenmontinedinonecontextor anotheras
exortsubsidios, whereasonly themajordeveloped countrieshad agreed in para-
graph 4 of Article XVItolimitation onuse of export subsidies in regard to
non-primary products. Others,considering theinformation contained inthe
Inventory, were not in a positionto conclude therefrom that the problem was of
ageneral nature. Somefeltthatthe majorelement should be an effort to
strengthenexistingobligationsthroughclarificationof obligationsand supple-

montaryprocedures. Inthe opinion of mostmembersofthe Groupe itwasimportant
thatmarecountries,particularly thosedevelopedcountrieswhich have not accepted
the prohibition of export subsidiesonnon-primary products, should accept it so
as toensureproperbalance in the legalcommitments in this field, all themoreso because, forcountries whichhad not acceptedtheDeclaration,thestandstill
provision of Article XVI:4wereno longer in effect. Some favouredconsideration
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of certain new obligations as well. attention was drawn to paragraph 5 of
Article XVI which calls for a review of the operation of the provisions of
Article XVI.

10. The following proposals, which met with broad approval, were put forward as
the main elements of an approach which might lead to a solution to the problem of
export subsidies.

(i) An important step would be for those contracting parties, particularly
developed countries, not having accepted the Declaration Giving Effect
to the provisions of Article XVI:4 to do so.

(ii) It was recognized that there was a need for measures to ensure improved
and continuing implementation of obligations of Article XVI:4. It was
proposed that consideration be given to the following suggestions:

(a) A refinement and elaboration of a definition of measures that
countries regard as constituting export subsidies which are
forbidden by Article XVI:4.

(b) Reviving the standstill provisions of Article XVI:4.

(c) In relation to the above suggestions, revisions, where appropriate,
of notification procedures, to ensure improved and continuing
implementation of the obligations of paragraph 4.

11. In addition, a number of other suggestions were the following:

(i) There may be need to include in the obligations of paragraph 4 all
export subsidies even though they do not result in sale for export
below the comparable domestic price.

(ii) The sane, or more comparable, treatment should be given to primary and.
non-primary products under Article XVI.

(iii) It might be possible to provide that in case of infraction of the
prohibition under Article XVI:4 the importing country be authorized to
take all measures deemed necessary under the provisions of the General
Agreement to offset the trade effects of that subsidy.

12. Some delegations recommended that all of the proposals included under para-
graphs 10 and 11 above be considered in the context of an overall review of the
operation of Article XVI, as provided for in paragraph 5. It was noted that there
never had been such a review.

13. The view was expressed by several delegations that the distinction between
primary and non-primary products was a fundamental one in that it had been a part
of Article XVI from the outset and had been confirmed during the Review Session in
1955. Some others maintained that since that time there had been developments in
international trade in agricultural products that called for a re-examination of
such a distinction. It was also suggested by others that a more precise definition
of what constituted a primary product -ight be useful.
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III. Countervailing duties

14. Type of solution: The predominant view was that the injury question was the
main problem where the solution was to be sought in action by particular countries.
It was suggested that the root of this problem. lay in the fact that the Protoccl
of Provisional Application had been in force for over twenty years, thus permitting
some contracting parties to be legally exempt in certain circumstances from
obligations arising out of Part II of the General Agreement. The problem was
aggravated in a particular case by the fact that prior existing mandatoryy require-
ments removed all discretion as to the imposition of countervailing duties.

15. As regards the general question of the application of countervailing duties,
several representatives suggested that there was need for a code along the lines
of the Anti-Dumping Code, although the adoption of such a code would be difficult
until all contracting parties had accepted the same obligations. Any code might
include, inter alia, determination of the subsidy and its amount, determination
of injury and the trade effect for third countries. However, it was pointed out
that countervailing duties, unlike; anti-dumping action, were in some cases
response to measures that are prohibited under Article XVI:4.

16. The view was expressed that there should be a measure of consistency between
any new code on countervailing duties and the Anti-Duping Code since they would
both be interpretations of Article VI. One delegation presented a note (Annex)
which outlined those elements of the Anti-Dumping Code which would appear to be
applicable to a code on countervailing duites. Some other delegations supported
the approach outlined in this note. Other delegations. even. though they gave
support to the idea of preparing a code on countervailing duties, expressed the
view that such a code should take into account the special position of developing
countries, and they recalledthe problems that their countries had raised in
conrexion with the preparation of the Anti-DumpingCode.

17. Some delegation suggested that a code oncountervailing duties would
presumably have to containa dafinition of what counstituted a subsidy and, henec,
would involve Article XVI. With regardto the proposed codeon countervailing
duties, it was suggested by some delegationsthat more experience should be gained
on the operationoftheAnti-Dumping Cose, which intheir opinionhad not to date
been entircly satisfatctory, before onbarking upon the claboration of a second code.

18. Some delegationsexprosed the view thatexport subsidies rather thancounter-
vailingduties were the readproblem because it was the export subsidiec themselves
in the first instance, and notthe countervailing duties, which resulted in
unccomic trade distrotion. Iftherewere noexportsubsidiec there would beno
need for countriesto resort to countervailing dution, thus the elimination of
export subsidies should be the firstobjective. Itwas furthersuggested by these
delegationthat any solutionto the prollemof countervailing duties could be
considered only inthe context ofexport subsidies such as the genrral review
suggested in paragraph 12above.
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19. As for the suggestion that the problem was really one of export subsidies,
the opinion was expressed that this argument would be valid only after all
contracting parties had signed the Declaration giving effect to Article XVI:4,
which, itself covered only part of the field, a stop which seemed unlikely in the
case of some countries. Furthermore, certain differences of opinion exist, and
will Most likely continue to persist, as to what constitutes an export subsidy if
no adjustment and development of the definition of a subsidy is undertaken.

20. It was further pointed out by some delegations that the present GATT rules
relating to countervailing duties are unsatisfactory since third countries are not
obliged to impose countervailing duties tc offset export subsidization that causes
or threatens injury to an export industry of another contracting party. It was
suggested that the GATT be amended to permit the injured party, in such cases,
specifically to suspend concessions on products of interest to the export-
subsidizing country. One delegation said that this matter could appropriately be
discussed in the work on the code it had suggested.

IV. Government procurement

21. Type of solution: Government procurement was a problem of a general nature
and both the legal and practical aspects of the problem would have to be considered
together. It was felt that the solution lay in the formulationof a code or set
of guidelines that would apply to the contracting parties' government procurement
operations. The Group agreed that in determining guidelines, the following elements
should, inter-alia, be considered.

22. Main headings:

(i) Objectives and principles

(ii) Definitions

(iii) Procurement entities

(iv) Elimination of existing discrimination

(v) Exceptions

(vi) Purchasing procedures

(vii) Publication of goverment procurement regulations

(viii) Reporting, review,complaint and confrontation procedures.

Note was taken of the fact that the OECD is addessingitself to the problem and
that .all the suggested main headings were covered by the guidelines whichare under
preparation in OECD. The Group was informed of the status of the work in OECD and
of the main contents of the envisaged guidelines. It was noted that the work in
OECD .ould be pursued at ameeting in February 1971 and that the work there was in

a fairly advanced stage. It was not considered usefulto claborate further atthis
stage on the mainheadings in the Group and itwas agreedthat thebest way to
proceed would be for the Group to follow developrmentsin OECD.
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V. State trading in marketeconomy countries

23. Type of solution: Itwas generallyagreed that the existing rules of
Articles XVII and II:4, as well as the Interpretative Notead Articles XI to XV,
regarding non-discrimination and limitation of protection, seemed reasonably
adequate as far as basic principles were concerned, and that the problems appeared
to lie in the areaof implementation, where some olaboration of procedure might be
considered. some countriessuggested that specificsolution might beworked out,
and the view was exprossed that this mightbe on a case-by-case basis. In the
opinion of certain delegations the procedures for consultations under Articles XXII
and XXIII seemed, however, to be adequate.It was noted that the notifications
namedin this section of that Illustrative List relatedto State-trading enterprises
in developed market oconomay countries and on that basis the developing countries
had participated on their understanding that the Group would base its discussions
on State-trading practices of developed market economycountries.

24. Main headings: The following ideas were expressed interalia,with regard to
the principal elements toward a solution:

(i) With a view to strengthening the effectiveness of article XVII, considera-
tion should be given to improving the quality, frequency and coverage
of reports by contractingpartieson State-trading enterprises .(It was
noted that only a handful of contracting parties report with anything
like the prescribed regularity andthat reports were insome cases
incomplete as to coverage or failed to respond in the detail evisaged
by the questionnaire.) A possible device, which might be applicable
here, would be to invite countries whe consider their trade interest
affected to obtain, throughthe secretariat, notifications on subjects
not coered by regular notifications. The viewwas expressed that lack
of information regarding themarginbywhichprices are increased(Mark-
ups) in State trading, including failure to state whethera country is
meeting full domands forimported products in accordance with the Inter-
protative Note to Article II:4,maseit difficult for foreign firms and
trade partnersto determine the extent of discrimination.

(ii) Inclusion of specific reference to the possibilityof bilateral and
multilateral consultation alengthelinesof ArticlesXXII and XXIII
might be useful on the anderstanding that, if no satisfaction were
obtainedthrough suchconsultation, the injured country couldbe granted
compensatoryconcessions or, failling that, be autherised to suspend the
applicationofequivalentobligations.

(iii) The viewwas expressed that theeffectivances ofthe provisions onState
trading might be enhanced ifcountries sought to negatiateto a greater
extentthanheretofore, concessions- including possibleglobalpurchase
commitments - on state- tradedproducts in whichhavea tradeinterest.
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25. It was suggested that the secretariat should make a review of the effective-
ness of procedures in Article XVII:4 and make recommendations for imporving them.
There concessions Were in operation, the review ight cover the question whether
countries had observed the rules of Article II:4.Further light might be shed on
the notifications by a study to determine to What degree the problems involved in
the notifications had been caused by governmental restriction of quantity purchased
rather than by the nature of state trading as such. This would narrow the problem
somewhat by showing separately the degree to which. and ways in which, State trading
as such created problems, as distinct from the effects of other objectives which
might also be involved, such as the protection of particular sources of supply,
revenue considerations or social policy.

VI. Other restrictive Practices

26. It was agreed that the original title "restrictive practices tolerated by
governments" should be changed to "other restrictive practices" because it was
found that this section not only included practices tolerated by governments but,
in addition, those imposed by governments.. Notifications under this heading include
miscellaneous items, some of Which are in fact under direct governmental control
(e.g. restrictions on advertising of certain spirits, or control of activities of
branches of foreign companies) while others fall outside governments' direct respon-
sibilities (e.g. import-restricting activities of trade unions). In the former case
it was suggested by some delegations that solutions might lie in the acceptance by
the governments concerned of the same practices as where found to be generally
acceptable internationally.

27. as regards practices outside government control, it was pointed out that no
provisions of the Generalwere Agreement were specifically applicable although such
barriers could have damaging effects on imports and run counter to GATT's inten-
tions. It was suggested that in cases where such practices were contrary to
national legislation, that legislation should be applied and that in the case of
practices not covered by legislation, governments should take appropriate action
to solve the problems.

28. It was noted that the question of prohibitions on advertising of spirits
(item 48.2) should continue to be discussed by Group 5 together with certain other
non-tariff barriers on trade in alcoholic beverages.
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AnnexELEMENTS OF A CODE ON COUNTERVAILINGMEASURES

Proposal byOneDelegation

Because ofthe close relationship between anti-dumping and countervailing
measures and thefact that Article VIof GATT deals wiht both, it seemsdesirable
to introdace a measure of consistencybetween any new Code on countervailing
duties and the existingAnti-Dumping Code. From thenote it can be seen thata
large part of the existing Code would be equally applicable toa newCode so that

majorproblems indrawing up anew textmightbeminimised. Although,for the
susereason,theadoption of such a Code would not be a major stop forward, it

wouldmake the contractualposition on accuntervailingdother
and would remove cortain . I:-1. whichexistatprosed.

1. The Anti-Dumping Code interprots Article VI of the GATTand claborater rules
for ts application in respectofanti-dumping duties.It would beuseful to
consider whether asimilarCodecould be appliedtocomo c.;-i Idution.

2. In se fat as it interpretsconcepts such as materialsinjurywhicharequoted
in Aarticle VI as applyingto bothcountervailing and anti-dumping actionit
would seem reasonable to hold that the interprestation given in the Anti-Dumaing
Code should apply equally to countervailingaction.

3. In relation to procedures laid down in the Anti-Dumping Code which are not
specified in Article VI (e.g. on notifying the countries and firms concerned;

whatis an "industry"; the public announcement of decisions reached )signatories
are formally committedto apply themin relation to anti-dumping duties only
although many countries no doubt already apply these produres in countervailling
duty cases aslo, it would be useful to make this a formal obligation.
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4. The following articles in the Code would be relevant also in relation to
subsidization, the only changes necessary being, in general, the substitution of
the words subsidy, subsidies ar subsidization for dumping:

Article 1 - All countervailing action to be subject to Article VI.

Article 3. - Deternmination of injury.

article 4 - Definition of industry for the purpose of an investigation
including the possibility of action on behalf of regional
industries in certin circumstances).

Article 5(a) - Initiationof cases on application only normallyy).

(b) - Subsidization and injury to be considered simultaneously.

(c) - Application to be rejected, or the invastigation stopped, if
the effect of subsidizationis found to be negligible.

(d) -Normal customs clearance of goodsto continue.

Article 6(h) - Notification.of decisions to the countries and firms concerned.

(i) - If facts are withheld decisions maybe taken on the information
available.

Article 8(a) - Action to be permissive. A countervailing duty less than the
margin of subsidization to beimposed, if this would suffice
to remove the material injury.

(c) - Duty not exceed the subsidy element.

Article 9(a) - Countervailing duties to remain in force only so long as is
necessanry to counter materially injurious subsidization.

(b) - Authoritis toreview cases atintervals and on request.

Article 15 - Any changes in legislatin, regulations etc. to be notified
tothe contrnactingparties.

Article 16 -- Annual Report tobe made tothecontracting patiesonaction

It would befor considerationwhetherthe Code provisions on provisional and
etroactiveduties (Articles 10 and 11) should be applied also in the caseof
countervailing duties. The question of machinery to review impleimentation would
also arise.
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6Articles 2, 6(a)to(g), 7, 8(b), 8(d)and8(d)and 8(a) of the
applied directly to countervailingaction.But thefollowing points might ariseq
in this connexion:

(a) The accused governmenttobe given a properapportunity to commni on
the charges.

(b) The investigating government to begiven all resonable information
includingthe opportunityofpersonal discussions with the authorities
directly concernedwith theallegedsubsidy.

(c) Howany necessaryenquiries of firms as well as governmentsshould be
conducted.

(d)The accused government to be given the oppeertunityofmakingsuitableadministrative changes as an alternative to countervailing duties, if
the verdiet goes against it.


